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Leave it to The Knot, the most prestigious name in the bridal industry, to create a wise and

heartwarming book for the second most important woman in the wedding. The Knot Guide for the

Mother of the Bride explains the bridal planning process from start to finish, with special attention

given to the responsibilities of the mother of the bride, such as engagement announcements and

parties, interacting with the groom's family, and managing finances. Every aspect of the wedding

tradition is covered from the mother's point of view, whether the etiquette of gift registries or how to

organize a receiving line. Tips on the perfect form-flattering dress and camera-ready hair and

make-up will help Mom create her perfect wedding look. Thoughtful suggestions give her ideas for

supporting and encouraging her daughter, and for keeping perspective in high-pressure situations.

Pretty illustrations and a lovely silvery jacket make this petite hardcover a special treasure. A great

self-purchase for Moms or a cherished gift from the bride, The Knot Guide for the Mother of the

Bride will help mothers and daughters enjoy the weddingand each other.
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I bought this book for my Mom as a guide. After looking through it I returned it the next day. It was

published in 2006 but you wouldn't know that by the information it gives. It tells the mother that she

is the one dealing with the vendors. In my personal situation, mom is having nothing to do with

vendors, my fiance and I will be the ones meeting and choosing. The book leaves the groom out a

lot, leaving decisions up to mom and bride and to take groom into consideration. Towards the end of

the book there is a day of schedule, telling the mother to "gently wake your daughter." Other

information about what to wear was useful, but could be found online. I found this book really

outdated and returned it right away.

Stale! Needs updating

I purchased this book for my mother shortly after my engagement. The book is well-written and easy

to navigate and read. For what it is and the price, it is a decent purchase.What this book does right

is etiquette. It has great advice to make sure that you stay on Emily Post's good side without

becoming too overwhelmed with all the wedding morays.What this book does poorly is assume

you're throwing a $50,000 fete and that all your friends are dying to be your assistants. It's advice

about the affair-itself can be a bit overblown.If you're having a very high-end function or are a

person of means, please consult this book until the binding tears. But, if you, like me, are having an

elegant event on a realistic budget with friends who have realistic schedules, then this book will be

underused.

The book offers fairly commonplace guidelines. But worst of all I noticed it was published in

2006....old. Furthermore, it's way overpriced. I saw it elsewhere for $8.00

Very helpful direction for MOB! It was my "go to reference" throughout the planning stage for my

daughter's wedding.Have bought it 2 more times for good friends now going through the MOB

stage.

It goes perfect along with the planner! It covers all of the issues that Mom's are curious about..

This is a helpful book as it helped me to know when and how to get the big day organized. Gave me

tips for many issues I would overlook. Book could be updated, but in general I am very pleased to

have purchased this book.



Bought this book for my mother when I got engaged. She's stuck in the olden-days, so needed to

bring her up-to-date on the times now. Book was very useful to her... although some points weren't

"modernized" and made it difficult to steer her away from. Overall I'd recommend the book and say

it was a good help to her.
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